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Content Distribution Technology for Free Distribution of
Content and Reliable Charging
We have devised a new charging method and conducted experiments with content distribution technology to further develop the content business. This technology allows flexibile redistribution and charging (including negative charging, i.e., cash-back) for the replay of content; content can be redistributed freely
by users since they are charged in a block-by-block manner at the time they
play it.
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Figure 1 Charging method

*1 MAC: A code used to verify that the data has
not been altered.
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Figure 2 Overview of client-side charging technology
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*2

content, and conducts charging at the

common key cryptosystem using a

using the decryption key in a common

same time. The decryption key is

decryption key for each block (Fig. 3

key cryptosystem, and then replays the

*2 Common key cryptosystem: An encoding
method that uses the same keys for encrypting
and decrypting. This method involves less
computing than with methods using different
keys for encoding and decoding, although the
keys must be sent to the decrypting party in
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Figure 4 Decoding and replay procedure
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decrypted content block (Fig. 4 (4)).
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4. System Configuration
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Figure 5 Configuration of feasibility demonstration system
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ogy, content is sold in units, resulting in

then conducts charging. Charging can

5. Comparison with
Other Technologies

be done, for example, by deducting
from prepayments. The audiovisual

low flexibility. Conversely, some
online distribution technologies permit

device and mobile terminal need not be

Table 1 shows the differences with

charging in response to the amount of

linked on a network to connect to both

other competitive technologies. Com-

content viewed. With client-side charg-

the content server and the management

parisons are made with general Digital

ing technology, fees are charged for

*5

server when viewing content. When the

Rights Management (DRM) technolo®*6

®*7

mobile terminal is linked on a network,

gies used with iTunes

information related to the viewing log

online distribution technologies used
®*8

and LISMO ,

and that related to charging conducted

with 4th MEDIA

within the mobile terminal is sent to the

charging technologies.

server of the contractor responsible for

1) Charging Possible while Viewing

each content block, resulting in a very
high level of flexibility.
3) Content Redistribution by End
User (Word of Mouth Distribution)

, and client-side

Indicates whether a downloaded
content file can be redistributed. Redis-

Indicates whether charging is possi-

tribution is possible with some types of

Charging in the system used for

ble while replaying content. With gen-

DRM technology. Since charging starts

verification adopted deduction from

eral DRM technology, download starts

at replay with client-side charging tech-

prepayments, and it was verified that

after charging, and not while viewing.

nology, redistribution is possible with-

the system was able to charge for and

In contrast, with online distribution

out any restriction.

replay 720 × 480 pixel video content

technology, viewing rights are down-

4) Offline Viewing

without any problem.

loaded during viewing, and simultane-

Indicates whether content may be

The system was verified using an

ous charging is therefore possible.

viewed offline. Although this is possi-

infrared connection between the audio-

With client-side charging technology,

ble with both general DRM technology

visual device and mobile terminal,

charging is done at the start of viewing

and client-side charging technology,

each content block.

content can only be viewed online with

2) Flexibility of Charging

online distribution technology.

recovering viewing fees.

although both FeliCa
®*4

tooth

®*3

and Blue-

are also usable in principle.

Indicates the degree of charging

5) Communication while Viewing
Indicates whether communication is

flexibility. With general DRM technol-

Table 1 Comparison of similar and competitive technologies
DRM technology

Online distribution technology

Client-side charging technology

×

○

○

Charging possible while viewing
Flexibility of charging
Content redistribution by
end user
(word of mouth distribution)

Obtainable viewing information
(marketing information)

Charging possible in response to amount viewed
and part of replayed content

△
Possible with some technology

×

○

○

×

○

○
Communication not required

×

○
Communication not required

△
Marketing information only

○
Actual viewing status obtainable

○
Actual viewing status obtainable

○: Possible

®

*3 FeliCa : A non-contact IC card technology
developed by Sony Corp. A registered trademark of Sony Corp.
®
*4 Bluetooth : A short-range communications
standard between mobile terminals, such as
cell phones, notebook PCs, PDAs, etc. A reg-
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○

×
Sold in units

Offline viewing
Communication while viewing

○

Charging possible in accordance with amount
viewed and part of replayed content

△: Possible depending on conditions

istered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. in the
United States.
*5 DRM: Functions for protecting copyrights of
digital content by restricting redistribution, and
preventing unauthorized copies, etc.

×: Impossible

®

*6 iTunes : A registered trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. in the United States.
®
*7 LISMO : A registered trademark of KDDI Inc.
®
*8 4th MEDIA : A registered trademark of Plala
Networks Inc.
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